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ABSTRACT
The Web considers one of the main sources of customer opinions and reviews which they are
represented in two formats; structured data (numeric ratings) and unstructured data (textual
comments). Millions of textual comments about goods and services are posted on the web by
customers and every day thousands are added, make it a big challenge to read and understand
them to make them a useful structured data for customers and decision makers. Sentiment
analysis or Opinion mining is a popular technique for summarizing and analyzing those
opinions and reviews. In this paper, we use natural language processing techniques to generate
some rules to help us understand customer opinions and reviews (textual comments) written in
the Arabic language for the purpose of understanding each one of them and then convert them
to a structured data. We use adjectives as a key point to highlight important information in the
text then we work around them to tag attributes that describe the subject of the reviews, and we
associate them with their values (adjectives).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The web has made it possible for companies to discover what people are saying about their
brands online, either in mainstream media like online newspapers and magazines, or on social
media. Consumers now search for opinions online before, during, and after a purchase. The next
step for brands is finding out whether people are talking positively or negatively about their
brand, and why. Some online ratings provide a number but not the reasoning behind it, and may
only present half of the story. The process of analyzing user’s opinion or sentiment about
particular services or products and their features is called opinion mining or sentiment analysis.
There are two major approaches for performing sentiment analysis; statistical model based
approaches and Natural Language Processing (NLP) based approaches to creating rules.
With the quick growing of e-commerce, the number of products sold on the web, the number of
services offered on the web and number of online buyers and shoppers increased dramatically. It
became an important task for online merchants to enable their customers to review or to express
opinions on the products that they have purchased and use this feature to enhance customer
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satisfaction about their products and services and also use it as a marketing tool. Almost all firms
who sell goods and products on the web make it part of their business to collect and gather
information about their services and goods they provide to their customers, in addition to many
independent companies who collect customer opinions. Analyzing this information, summarize it,
and make it available for decision makers to observe how consumers think about products and
services, make it available as well for customers to assist them to make a comparison to improve
their decisions before they make any order or request any service.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The idea of opinion mining or sentiment analysis is to process a set of search results for a given
entity, generating a list of attributes which are termed as opinion features of that entity. As a
result of increasing number of people who are writing reviews on the Web, the number of reviews
for products and receives grows rapidly. Some popular products can get hundreds of reviews at
some large merchant sites, some reviews are short and easy to read and decision about them , but
some reviews are long and have only a few sentences containing opinions on the product, that
makes it hard for a potential customer to read them to make decision on them. A large number of
reviews also makes it hard for product manufacturers to keep track of customer opinions of their
products.
The extraction of a sentiment can be made either on a whole document (document-level SA), on
each paragraph (paragraph-level SA), or on each sentence (sentence-level SA) [11]. Zen Hai and
C Yang [17] proposed a method to identify opinion features from online reviews by exploiting
the difference in opinion feature statistics across two corpora, one domain-specific corpus and
one domain-independent corpus, this is captured by a measure called Domain relevance. They
first extracted a list of candidate opinion features from the domain review corpus by defining a set
of syntactic dependence rules. For each extracted candidate feature, they then estimated its
intrinsic-domain relevance (IDR) and extrinsic-domain relevance (EDR) scores on the domaindependent and domain-independent corpora, respectively. These values are compared with a
threshold and are identified as best candidate features. Vasileios Hatzivassiloglou and Jance
Wiebe [14] study the effects of dynamic adjectives, semantically oriented adjectives, and
gradable adjectives on a simple subjectivity classifier, and establish that they are strong predictors
of subjectivity. They have proposed a method for predicting subjectivity of opinions at sentence
level by a supervised classification method. A trainable method that statistically combines two
indicators of gradability is presented and evaluated, complementing existing automatic techniques
for assigning orientation labels. Pang and Lee [3] proposed a machine-learning method that
applies text-categorization techniques to just the subjective portions of the document to determine
sentiment polarity. They examined the relation between subjectivity detection and polarity
classification, showing that subjectivity detection can compress reviews into much shorter
extracts that still retain polarity information at a level comparable to that of the full review. they
have also shown that employing the minimum-cut framework results in the development of
efficient algorithms for sentiment analysis.
Ryan McDonald and Kerry Hannan [13] have investigated the use of a global structured model
that learns to predict sentiment on different levels of granularity for a text. The proposed model
has the advantage of building the single model for all granularity levels. Labeling is done by
MIRA algorithm which works at document and sentence level by applying a weight vector to
each label. They showed that this model obtains higher accuracy than classifiers trained in
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isolation as well as cascaded systems that pass information from one level to another at test time.
Lizhen Qu and Georgiana Ifrim [10] have proposed a set of techniques for mining and
summarizing product reviews based on data mining and natural language processing methods by
performing three steps: mining product features that have been commented on by customers;
identifying opinion sentences in each review and deciding whether each opinion sentence is
positive or negative; summarizing the results.
Yessenalina and Cardie [1] Have presented a matrix-space model for ordinal scale sentiment
prediction and an algorithm for learning such a model. The proposed 180 model learns a matrix
for each word; the composition of words is modeled as iterated matrix multiplication. In the
context of the phrase-level sentiment analysis task, their experimental results show statistically
significant improvements in performance over a bag-of-words mode. Wei Jin and Hung Hay Ho
[15] proposed a model that provides solutions for server problems that have been not provided by
previous approaches. This system can self-learn new vocabularies based on the pattern it has
learned, which is used in text and web mining. A novel approach is used to handle situations in
which collecting a large training set could be expensive and difficult to accomplices. Guang Qiu,
Bing Liu, Jiajun Bu and Chun Chen [8] have emphasized on two important tasks in opinion
mining, namely, opinion lexicon expansion and target extraction. they proposed a propagation
approach to extract opinion words and targets iteratively given only a seed opinion lexicon of
small size. The extraction is performed using identified relations between opinion words and
targets, and also opinion words/targets themselves. Bo Pang and Lillian Lee [6] examine the
relation between subjectivity detection and polarity classification. The subjectivity detection can
compress reviews in shorter extracts that still retains polarity information at a level comparable to
that of the full review. By using Naive Bayes polarity classifier the subjectivity extract are shown
to be more effective input than the originating document. They show that the minimum-cut
framework results in the development of an efficient algorithm for sentiment analysis. Via this
framework, contextual information can lead to statistically significant improvement in polarity
classification accuracy. Niklas Jacob and Iryna Gurevych [12] have shown how a CRF-based
approach for opinion target extraction performs in a single- and cross-domain setting. They have
presented a comparative evaluation of our approach on datasets from four different domains.

3. OUR CONTRIBUTION
Adjectives play a key role in this paper, they represent values of attributes and features of
products and services. In linguistics, an adjective is a describing word, the main syntactic role of
which is to qualify a noun or noun phrase, giving more information about the object
signified1. Adjectives are one of the Arabic parts of speech. Arabic Adjectives are words that
describe or modify another person or thing in the sentence. In Arabic adjectives are of the form
 فعيلFa3iil, like  كبيرkabiir big,  صغيرsaghriir small. One rule is that if a noun is definite the
adjective has to be definite, like in  البيت الكبيرAl-bait Al-kabir The House The Big (Al is the
Arabic indefinite article). Just like Spanish & German, Arabic has masculine and feminine
adjective forms, in Arabic to form a feminine adjective from the masculine, you simply add “taa’
marbuta” which looks like ( ــة, )ةto the end of the adjective for example (he) Beautiful
Jameel ( جميلmasculine) and (she) Beautiful jameela ( جميلةfeminine). In Classical Arabic,
adjectives must agree with the nouns they modify in terms of gender (masculine or feminine),

1
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number (singular, dual or plural), grammatical case (subject, direct object or prepositional) and
state of definiteness (whether the noun is definite or indefinite)2.
In this paper we study customer opinions (reviews) written in the Arabic language for the purpose
of understanding each one of them and then convert unstructured text to a structured data, very
little work has been done in this area in the Arabic language and there is big need to contribute to
it. We emphasize in this paper on two main elements: attribute and attribute value. For example
TV product described by some attributes such as a screen, sound, price, size, where each attribute
has a certain value such as good, bad, high, low, beautiful. Attributes are two types either simple
or compound, simple attribute consists of one word such as sound, price, and size, compound
attributes consists of two words to emphasise a specific feature such as sound quality, picture
quality, resolution accuracy, and sound clearness, compound attribute comes in three main
formats: الوان الشاcolors of screen, الشاش الوانهscreen colors, الشاشه ذات الواscreen with colors. In some
cases adjective is attached to a special word to neglect it; change the status from positive to
negative; such as not i.e. not good.
Unlike English, Arabic adjectives follow the noun they modify, which is somehow easier,
because when you start with the noun first you will easily modify the adjective that comes
afterward accordingly either to its masculine, feminine, dual or plural form. The noun in this
context is the attribute described by the adjective. After studying hundreds of reviews we came up
with novel approach consists of three steps as it shown in figure 1 to understand customer reviews
written in the Arabic language.
To support our approach and to achieve our goal we collect attributes and adjectives and classify
new adjectives while we are running our approach and save them in two main tables: attributes
table and adjectives table, attributes tables include both simple attributes and compound
attributes, each entry in this table has a pair of two roots represent a certain attribute, for simple
attributes the second root is null. Adjectives table includes root of each adjectives and its
classification either good or bad, we also have collected neglect tools (words) and saved them in a
list.

Fig 1: Approach Structure

Our approach consists of three steps as following:
2
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1- Preprocess Reviews: read reviews, use a morphology and part-of-speech tagging systems to:

a. Find part-of-speech and root for each word in the text
b. Identify adjectives in the text
c. Check if neglected tool (word) is attached to the adjectives
2- Apply Rules: Extract attributes and associate them with their values (adjectives) that are

labeled in step #1.
a. Tag up to two words headed by an adjective, stop when encountering a verb, particle or
punctuation mark.
b. Use the following rules to form adjective phrases:
Adjective Phrase  <Attribute> <Adjective>
| <Attribute> <Neglect-Tool> <Adjective>
Attribute  Simple Attribute | Compound Attribute
c. Check if <adjective> is already in adjectives table, find its classification, either positive
or negative, otherwise classify it and update the adjectives table
d. Check if <attribute> either if it is a simple or compound is in attributes table, if not
validate it and update attributes table
3- Update Graph: use the output from step #2 (attributes/values) to update graph by updating

frequency of each node and each edge. Each node in the graph contains either an attribute or
a value, attribute nodes connected to values nodes through edges as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Graph Nodes
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4. ANALYSIS
In the following example, we demonstrate how we use our approach to convert customer reviews
from unstructured text to a structured data. The reviews we use in this example are about
Samsung LED 4009MS-U7D 40 inch TV posted on egypt.souq.com website. First, we run a
morphology and part-of-speech tagging systems to identify adjectives and to find part-of-speech
and root for each word in the text. The following is a sample review shows just adjectives, root
and part-of-speech of each word are not shown.

Second, we tag up to two words headed by adjective, stop when encounter a verb, particle or
punctuation mark, we apply some rules to form adjective phrases, check category of each
adjective either positive or negative, identify attributes and associate them with their values,
validate and update adjectives and attributes tables, the output of the second step is three adjective
phrases as follows:
<Simple Attribute:  صورةpicture> <Value (positive):  نقيةpure>
<Simple Attribute:  صوتsound> <Value (positive):  واضحclear>
<Compund Attribute:  ظھر شاشهscreen back> <Neglect-Tool:  ليسnot> <Value (positive):  قوىdurable>

Third, we update the graph. Table 1 shows the result of 100 customer reviews.
In the above example, we found 70% of customers gave positive review for TV sound, 30% gave
bad review, while 80% of customers gave positive review for TV screen and 20% gave negative
review and just 8% gave positive review for the screen back and 92% gave negative review about
it. Attribute frequency: TV sound repeated 50 times, TV picture 75 times and TV screen back 60
times, this gives the indication of the importance of each attribute in the reviews. In this paper we
handled one side of customer reviews that when an adjectives present to describe attributes,
another side needs to be studied is when customer reviews mention certain features or attributes
without using adjectives to describe them such as:

In the above examples customers providing important facts about the TV, but because of the
absent of any adjectives in the text we cannot catch them. One way is to look for some special
phrases and work around them such as
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Table 1: Customer Reviews for Samsung LED 4009MS-U7D 40 inch TV

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced our approach for using NLP to generate some rules to help us
understand customer opinions and reviews (textual comments) written in the Arabic language for
the purpose of understanding each one of them and convert them to a structured data. In future
research we are going to study more reviews from different resources to test our approach on
more data and generate more detailed analysis, we are going also to study cases when the
adjective is absent, how to analyze text and understand it by looking for certain keywords in the
reviews and work around them.
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